TherapyShare: [Insert the name of your item or idea]
Author: [Insert your name as you would like it to appear, including any credentials]

Intro Paragraph
[Insert 4-5 sentences that introduce your item or idea. Some questions to consider when writing might include: What inspired you to come up with this item or idea? Does it address a specific need or gap? In what specific circumstances or for which clients is it most useful? How has it helped your staff, clients, parents, and/or equines?]

Equipment Required
- [List the items required, adding bullets as necessary]
- [List the items required, adding bullets as necessary]
- [List the items required, adding bullets as necessary]

Assembly/Preparation
- [List the steps for assembly or item or preparation for idea, adding bullets as necessary]
- [List the steps for assembly or item or preparation for idea, adding bullets as necessary]
- [List the steps for assembly or item or preparation for idea, adding bullets as necessary]

Setup/Use
- [List the directions for item setup or idea use, adding bullets as necessary]
- [List the directions for item setup or idea use, adding bullets as necessary]
- [List the directions for item setup or idea use, adding bullets as necessary]

Author Bio: [Insert a short 3-4 sentence bio]

Article Photos: [Along with your submission, please include 1 high resolution author photo to accompany bio and 2 or more high resolution photos of the item or idea. Signed release forms must be included if clients are depicted.]

SUBMISSION CHECKLIST
☐ Complete this article submission template
☐ Include 1 high resolution author photo
☐ Include a brief 3-4 sentence author bio
☐ Include 2 or more high resolution photos of your item or idea with signed release forms if clients are depicted
☐ Email the above items to: magazine@theahainc.org